
Cloud SIEM for managed
security service providers
Manage multiple client environments and offer SIEM as a Service using Log360 Cloud MSSP 

Log360 Cloud MSSP delivers cloud-based SIEM capabilities and liberates MSSPs from the complexities of SIEM configuration 
and maintenance for each client.Equipped with a suite of comprehensive security monitoring features, this cloud SIEM solution 
was built to cut down on resource and operation costs for MSSPs and to reduce the time it takes to deploy the solution for their 
clientele. Explore the benefits of Log360 Cloud MSSP:

The MSSP edition of Log360 Cloud offers a separate SIEM dashboard for each client account and a common admin dashboard. 

You can monitor the logging trends and usage stats of clients, such as the monthly log data upload volume, the number of 

lightweight agents installed, the storage summary, and the log sources and types. Admins can add, edit, and delete clients while 

also having the access and authorization controls to assign technicians to handle the client networks. This ensures a secure 

space for collaborative work.

Dashboards for multiclient management and collaborative work

Ease of SIEM configuration and scaling
With Log360 Cloud MSSP, you can configure SIEM for your clients in just two steps: 

1. Creating a cloud account 

2. Installing agents in their environments

The automated network scanning feature discovers all the network entities, collects logs, and transfers them to the data 
center. The SIEM dashboard then gets populated and is ready to use within a few days. 

A maximum of 50 clients per
MSSP account

Over 30 storage plans
ranging from 100GB to 20TB

A 360-day log retention period with
options to customize logs and forward
them to a private cloud account

An advanced threat analytics add-on
that integrates global threat feeds to look
out for new and evolving attack patterns
and blocklisted sources

Choose from a wide range of 

flexible plans and scale up or 

down based on your log 

storage needs, the number of

clients you have, and the 

add-ons you select. Here are 

the options available for 

MSSPs:

https://www.manageengine.com/cloud-siem/
https://www.manageengine.com/cloud-siem/demo.html


Guaranteed support and connectivity

Transparent security and privacy policies
Log360 Cloud MSSP addresses various security concerns pertaining to delivering SIEM as a Service through rigid security 

and privacy policies that are kept transparent, publicly available, and compliant with mandates such as the GDPR, ISO, 

HIPAA, and SOC. We ensure data separation through multi-tenancy as well as security for data in transit and at rest 

through strong encryption algorithms and role-based access controls.

The cutting-edge SIEM features you'll be
using to secure your client networks with 
Log360 Cloud MSSP

Log sources supported by
Log360 Cloud

Receive SIEM advantages through this powerful cloud-based log management solution. Sign up for a free demo to see how

Log360 Cloud will benefit your organization.

Log360 Cloud MSSP offers the following benefits and guaranteed support to help MSSPs monitor their client networks
in real time and keep their security operations up and running:

An assurance of 99% 
monthly uptime (the 
downtime caused by 

maintenance and updates 
will be conveyed to all of 
our customers two days 

prior to the event)

The convenience of 
choosing a data center 
based on your location 

Provisions to track 
performance metrics 

through the admin 
dashboard

Around-the-clock email 
and telephone support to 

troubleshoot critical issues 
related to performance

Compliance dashboard with reports for top industry-based

and location-based regulations like FISMA, Cyber Essentials,

the GDPR, the PCI DSS, HIPAA, SOX, the CCPA, the CPRA,

CoCo, and FERPA

Real-time alerting with 100 predefined alert

profiles per client

Security analytics dashboard with hundreds of reports

for monitoring critical network events and anomalies

Event correlation with predefined rules and options

to customize and create new rules

CASB support to monitor cloud application usage

and traffic

https://www.manageengine.com/cloud-siem/demo.html

